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Abstract. Service-Oriented Computing (SOC) has gained considerable
popularity for implementing Service-Based Applications (SBAs) in a flex-
ible and effective manner. The basic idea of SOC is to understand users’
requirements for SBAs first, and then discover and select relevant services
(i.e., that fit closely functional requirements) and offer a high Quality of
Service (QoS). Understanding users’ requirements is already achieved
by existing requirement engineering approaches (e.g., TROPOS, KAOS,
and MAP) which model SBAs in a requirement-driven manner. However,
discovering and selecting relevant and high QoS services are still chal-
lenging tasks that require time and effort due to the increasing number of
available Web services. In this paper, we propose a requirement-centric
approach which allows: (i) modeling users’ requirements for SBAs with
the MAP formalism and specifying required services using an Intentional
Service Model (ISM); (ii) discovering services by querying the Web ser-
vice search engine Service-Finder and using keywords extracted from the
specifications provided by the ISM; and(iii) selecting automatically rele-
vant and high QoS services by applying Formal Concept Analysis (FCA).
We validate our approach by performing experiments on an e-books ap-
plication. The experimental results show that our approach allows the
selection of relevant and high QoS services with a high accuracy (the
average precision is 89.41%) and efficiency (the average recall is 95.43%).

Keywords: Service-Based Applications, Users’ Requirements Modeling,
Service Discovery, Service Selection, QoS, Formal Concept Analysis.

1 Introduction

Service-Oriented Computing (SOC) is an emerging paradigm for developing
low-cost, flexible, and scalable distributed applications based on Web services
(WSs) [1]. SOC is becoming broadly adopted as it offers the ability to build
efficiently and effectively added-value Service-Based Applications (SBAs) by
composing ready-made services. The basic idea of SOC is to understand users’
requirements for SBAs first, and then discover and select WSs that fit closely ex-
pected functional and non-functional requirements. Functional requirements de-
fine functionalities provided by WSs. We refer to services which fit closely users’
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functional requirements as ‘relevant’ services. Non-functional requirements are
expressed by the term Quality of Service (QoS) that refers to various properties
such as availability, response time, security, and throughput [2]. If multiple WSs
offer the same functionality, then a QoS requirement can be used as a secondary
criterion for service selection.

Understanding users’ requirements includes requirements elicitation, analysis,
and modeling which provide a full support for SBAs engineering. Discovering ser-
vices is achieved by querying a WS search engine to browse WSs using several
criteria (e.g., functionalities and QoS). Among the set of services obtained by
discovery, only services that best match users’ functional and non-functional re-
quirements are selected. Understanding users’ requirements is already achieved
by traditional requirement engineering approaches that are extended and refined
to meet the SBAs characteristics. To this end, goal modeling techniques such as
TROPOS [3], KAOS [4], and MAP [5] are used to model SBAs. However discov-
ering and selecting relevant and high QoS WSs is still a challenging task because
of two main issues. First, the growing number and diversity of WSs in addition to
their publication over multiple public and private registries make service discov-
ery difficult to accomplish. Second, the frequent large number of WSs returned
by discovery requires costly and time-consuming selection of relevant and high
QoS services.

In this paper, we propose a new requirements-centric approach for: (i) mod-
eling SBAs in terms of functional and non-functional users requirements; (ii)
discovering potential services that match expected requirements; and (ii) select-
ing relevant and high QoS services. This approach consists of three successive
steps 1-3 as it is shown by Figure 1.

In the first step, our approach allows an intentional-driven modeling of SBAs
using the MAP formalism [5]. The MAP elicits and analyzes users’ requirements
in a set of graphs composed of intentions and strategies, called maps. In previous
work [6], an Intentional Service Model (ISM) is proposed to specify intentional ser-
vices presented by maps. In this paper, the same model will be enhanced to include
QoS aspects and will be used to specify intentional services. In the second step,
our approach permits discovery of operational services by querying the WS search
engine Service-Finder using keywords extracted from ISM models. To efficiently

Fig. 1. A requirement-centric approach to WS modeling, discovery, and selection
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discover relevant and high QoS services, we propose two-level filtration. In the first
level, some QoS properties are considered namely validity (i.e., we verify if the ser-
vice URI is valid) and availability (i.e., we verify if the service is operational). Ser-
vices which pass the first level are filtered according to a semantic matchmaking
between the intentional specification provided by ISM and the operational speci-
fication provided by WSDL. In the third step, the remaining set of services is clas-
sified into an ordered structure called concept lattice by applying Formal Concept
Analysis (FCA) [7]. FCA is a formal framework that allows grouping individuals
that share common properties and organizes them into concept lattices. The FCA
will automate the selection task by providing a clear and organized view of poten-
tial services to enable users to easily check out relevant and high QoS services. We
validate our approach by performing experiments on an e-books WS-based appli-
cation. The experimental results show that our approach allows the selection of rel-
evant and high QoS services with a high accuracy (the average precision is 89.41%)
and efficiency (the average recall is 95.43%).

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, we present
the intentional-driven modeling of SBAs. In Section 3, we describe the WS dis-
covery conducted using Service-Finder. In Section 4, we explain how to apply
FCA to select relevant and high QoS WSs. Experimental results are documented
in Section 6. Section 5 surveys related work. This paper ends with concluding
remarks and future work.

2 Intentional Services Modeling

A considerable number of research efforts on SBAs modeling are conducted both
in industry and academia. Indeed, these initiatives aimed to propose languages
(e.g., BPEL4WS [8] and OWL-S [9]) and formalisms (e.g., Petri nets [10]) for
modeling SBAs. All these initiatives adopt a ‘function-driven’ service model-
ing focusing on ‘low level’ technical statements (e.g., coordination messages,
input/output parameters, and bindings) that are understandable by software
programmers but far to be comprehensible by users. However, users need to in-
teract with programmers to obtain SBAs satisfying their requirements. Thus,
SBAs must be modeled in terms of users’ requirements and not in terms of
technical statements.

In this paper, we adopt a ‘requirement-driven’ approach that allows a ‘high
level’ modeling of SBAs. This approach uses the MAP formalism to represent
users’ requirements. We refer to services presented by maps as intentional ser-
vices. These services are specified by an Intentional Service Model (ISM).

In the following, we present an overview of the MAP formalism, we introduce
the ISM model, and we provide guidelines to elicit intentional services and their
composition from maps.

2.1 Representing Users’ Requirements with Maps

A MAP is a meta-process formalism which allows designing several processes,
i.e., maps, under a single representation. A map is a labelled directed graph
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Fig. 2. The e-books application map

with intentions as nodes and strategies as edges between intentions. A strategy
is a manner to achieve an intention. An intention is a requirement that can be
achieved by following different strategies. Each map has two distinct intentions
Start and Stop to respectively begin and end the navigation in the map. There
are two main reasons for using the MAP formalism: first, the MAP was already
applied to service modeling domain [11], so we can use previous knowledge and
experiences. Second, the MAP permits to capture variability by focusing on the
strategy to achieve an intention and the potential alternatives to accomplish
the same intention. This explicit representation of variability offered by maps is
missing in other requirement engineering formalisms such as TROPOS or KAOS.

Figure 2 represent users’ requirements for an e-books application with the
MAP formalism. The e-books application map has four key intentions to be
achieved, namely Search a book, Acquire a book, Organize the shipment, and
Finalize the buy. To achieve the Search a book intention, users can follow the By
manual search strategy or the By formulating a request strategy.

A map is composed of one or more sections. A section is a triplet <Source
Intention Ii, Target Intention Ij , Strategy Sij> that captures a specific manner
to achieve the target intention Ij starting from the source intention Ii with the
strategy Sij . For instance, <Start, Search a book, By formulating a request>
represents a way to achieve the target intention Search a book from the source
intention Start following the By formulating a request strategy.

There exist four relationships between sections: bundle, multi-thread, path,
and multi-path relationships.

Bundle relationship: sections in a bundle are mutually exclusive; exactly one
strategy can be used to realize the target intention. In Figure 2, By formulating
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a request is a bundle consisting of five different strategies: By ISBN, By author(s),
By book title, By editor, and finally By Keywords.

Multi-thread relationship: a target intention can be achieved from a source in-
tention in many different ways. Each of these ways is expressed as a section in
the map. One or more of these sections can be used to realize the target in-
tention. For example, By formulating a request and By manual search are two
different strategies to Search a book. These two strategies are in a multi-thread
relationship.

Path relationship: this establishes a precedence/succession relationship between
sections. For example, the sections <Start, Search a book, By formulating a
request> and <Search a book, Acquire a book, By purchase> constitute a path.

Multi-path relationship: given the three previous strategies, a target intention can
be achieved by combining several sections. For instance, there are two distinct
paths to achieve the intention Finalize the buy from Start. The first is the path
via Search a book, Acquire a book, and Organize the shipping intentions. The
second is the path via only the Search a book and the Acquire a book intentions.

In general, a map from its Start to its Stop intention is a multi-path and
may contain multi-threads. Finally, it is possible to refine a section of a map
into another map. Refinement is an abstraction mechanism by which a complex
assembly of sections at level i+1 is viewed as a unique section at level i. Figure
3 shows the refinement of the section <Finalize the buy, Stop, By payment>
as a map. This map is composed of two key intentions Sign in and Finish the
payment and it provides several strategies to achieve each of them.

Fig. 3. The refinement of the section <Finalize the buy, Stop, By payment>

2.2 Specifying Intentional Services

Intentional services are services presented by maps. Intentional services allow
the achievement of users’ requirements represented as intentions using the MAP
formalism. Intentional services are specified by the Intentional Service Model
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Fig. 4. The intentional service model (ISM)

(ISM). Figure 4 presents the ISM meta-model using UML notations. As shown
by colors used in Figure 4, the ISM describes intentional services through four
main aspects: the intentional service interface, behavior, composition, and QoS.
We describe each of these aspects in the following paragraphs.

The Intentional Service Interface. There are three elements that constitute
interface, namely Intention, Initial Situation, and Final Situation. The key idea
of the ISM is that an intentional service allows the achievement of an intention
given an initial situation and terminating with a final situation. The intention
replaces the functionalities that can be achieved by the service. The achievement
of an intention will ultimately lead to a state that is expected to be reached
or to be maintained. The Initial Situation and the Final Situation represent
respectively the input and output parameters of the intentional service.

The Intentional Service Behavior. Pre-condition and Post-condition de-
scribe the service behavior aspect. Pre-condition and Post-condition are respec-
tively the initial and final state, i.e., the state requiring the achievement of the
intention and the state resulting from its achievement.

The Intentional Service Composition. Atomic and Aggregate services are
involved in the service composition aspect. An Atomic service has an opera-
tionalized intention that can be achieved directly by an atomic operational ser-
vice. An Aggregate service has a high level intention that should be decomposed
till atomic operational services are identified. Aggregation of services can result
either by Composite or Variant services. Composite services express the prece-
dence/succession relationship between intentional services. We distinguish three
types of composition: Sequential, Parallel, and Iterative. Variant services de-
scribe variability needed for SBAs. There are three variants in the ISM, namely
Alternative, Choice, and Multi-path.

The Intentional Service QoS. There are three elements specifying QoS of in-
tentional services, namely QoS Characteristic, QoS Characteristic Priority, and
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QoS Characteristic Preference. QoS Characteristic is the quality to be attained
or preserved. QoS Characteristic Priority allows the expression of a priority over
a QoS Characteristic. QoS Characteristic Preference allows the expression of a
preference over a QoS Characteristics.

2.3 Eliciting Intentional Services from Maps

The MAP is used to represent intentional services satisfying users’ requirements.
To elicit intentional services and their composition from maps, we follow three
key guidelines [6]:

1. The first guidline consists of associating every non-refined section of a map
to an atomic service. In the case of the e-books application map, this cor-
respondence leads to a set of 29 atomic services including for instance: ab1i

→ SSearch a book by ISBN and bc1i+1 → SPay with credit card
1.

2. The second guideline consists of identifying paths of a map by applying an
algorithm that calculates paths in a graph. This algorithm is an adaptation
of the MacNaughton and Yamada’s algorithm [12]. This algorithm is based
on formula that calculate the set of all possible paths between an initial node
and a final node of a graph which, in our case, are respectively the intentions
Start and Stop.

3. The third guideline consists of determining aggregate services by establishing
the following correspondences between section relationships in the map and
aggregate service types in the ISM model: <Path-Composite>, <Bundle-
Alternative>, <Multi-thread -Choice>, and <Multi-path-Multi-path>.

3 Discovering Operational Services

Discovering operational services is proceeded by querying Service-Finder [13].
Service-Finder is a Web 2.0 platform for WS discovery. It is managed to search
and access existing WSs on the Web. It searches among almost 25.000 WSs from
more than 200.000 related Web pages [13]. In order to understand the problem
of WS discovery and selection, we are going to demonstrate an example of a
WS from the e-books application. Naturally, discovery and selection should be
processed for all intentional services in order to build the e-books application. We
consider the service SPay with credit card presented by the section bc1 of the e-
books application map at level i+1. This service performs payment with a credit
card. Figure 5 shows the intentional model of the service SPay with credit card

according to the ISM.
SPay with credit card is an atomic service that ensures the achievement of the

intention Pay with credit card. SPay with credit card takes 2 input parameters
that are Book and Card and provides Payment as output. SPay with credit card

1 For sake of conciseness, we use an abbreviated notation to refer to a section of a
map. We refer to each intention by a letter starting from a and to each strategy by
a digit starting from 1. Levels of maps start from i.
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Fig. 5. The intentional model of the service SPay with credit card

has as pre-condition Book.Cart=true and as post-condition Payment.State=true.
SPay with credit card is characterized by a very high availability and a very low
response time. Response time is three time more important for the users than
the availability. The QoS preferences and priorities are given by users.

We query Service-Finder using the keywords ‘payment + credit + card’. We
extract these keywords from the intentional model SPay with credit card using a
well known Information Retrieval (IR) metric called TF/IDF [14]. All words of
a service specification are weighted with TF/IDF metric. TF/IDF metric allows
us to filter out both stop words and low frequency words. Only meaningful
words (i.e., keywords) having a high TF/IDF weight are maintained. Service-
Finder returns a result set of 77 WSs2. To reduce this set, we process two-level
filtration. In the first level, we consider some QoS properties namely validity and
availability. These two properties are checked as follows: (1) validity is verified by
checking whether the endpoint URI exists or not; (2) Availability is verified by
checking if the service is operational or not. This first filtration level generates a
new reduced set that contains 37 WSs. These services are passed to a second level
filtration which is based on a semantic matchmaking between the intentional
model of the service SPay with credit card and WSDLs of the returned operational
services. This is done by parsing every service WSDL in order to check if required
operation with specified signature exists or not. An operation signature is the
combination of the operation name, its input parameters, and its output. In our
example, the required operation is Pay with credit card, its inputs are Book and

2 The discovery result set is obtained on June 13th, 2010.
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Card, and its output is Payment. A final set of 16 WSs is obtained after the
second level filtration. These remaining services will be organized into concept
lattices using FCA in order to facilitate the selection task.

4 Selecting Relevant and High QoS Operational Services

To automate the selection of relevant and high QoS services, Formal Concept
Analysis (FCA) [7] is used.

4.1 Introducing FCA

FCA offers a formal framework for clustering individuals along the properties
they share. It describes clusters, called formal concepts, both extensionally and
intentionally, i.e., as sets of individuals and sets of shared properties, and organ-
ises them hierarchically, according to a binary incidence relation, into a complete
lattice, called the concept lattice [7]. FCA considers a dataset as being organised
into a formal context, i.e., a triple K = (O,A, I), where O is a set of individuals,
A is a set of properties, and I is the binary incidence relation between O and
A, I ⊆ O ×A.

For our problem, we define a context K where individuals represent services
and properties represent QoS properties. We consider 2 QoS properties: avail-
ability and response time. Real time monitoring information of service avail-
ability and response time are provided by Service-Finder. The binary incidence
relation is the service-has-QoS property relationship. To spread out availabil-
ity and response time values, we use the boxplot statistical technique [15]. A
boxplot splits a set of numerical values into four quarters called quartiles. We
map these quartiles into a five-point Likert scale with the following ordinal val-
ues: very high, high, medium, low, and very low. Then, we associate QoS values
with these ordinal values. As specified in the intentional model of the service
SPay with credit card, users give three time more importance to the service re-
sponse time than to the availability (see Figure 5). So, we define for each re-
sponse time ordinal value three sub-values in order to express the priority. For
instance, we consider the sub-values: very low 1, very low 2, and very low 3 for
the ordinal value very low. Service having a very low response time should has
an incidence relationship with the three sub-values of the ordinal value very low.
Also, we consider that if a service has an incidence relationship with a response
time ordinal value (availability ordinal value, respectively), it should has inci-
dence relationship with all ordinal values that comes after (that comes before,
respectively). For instance, if a service has a very low response time (very high
availability, respectively) it has also low, medium, high and very high response
time (high, medium, low , and very low availability, respectively). Relevant and
high QoS of services are services which have more incidence relationships with
context properties.

Table 1 illustrates the context drawn from the final obtained set of services.
It shows the 16 services (individuals in rows), and their has-relationship links
with availability and response time (properties in columns).
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Table 1. Context K linking services to QoS characteristics
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(s0) XWebCheckOut × × × × × × × × × × × × ×
(s1) PaymentWS × × × × × × × × × × × × × ×
(s2) Pay-Service × × × × × × × × × × × × × × × ×
(s3) Checkout × × × × × × × × × × × × ×
(s4) Book247XMLWebServices × × × × × × × × × × ×
(s5) ExigoAPI × × × × × × × × × × ×
(s6) FSI × × × × × × × × × × × × × × × ×
(s7) CEPayProcessor × × × × × × × × ×
(s8) SmartPayment2 × × × × × ×
(s9) BasicOperations × × × × × × × × × × × × × × × ×
(s10) Order × × × × × × × × × ×
(s11) MemberServices × × × × × × × × × × × × × × × ×
(s12) SmartPayments × × × × × ×
(s13) SBWebServices × × × × × × × × × × × × ×
(s14) MWService × × × × × × × × × ×
(s15) OMService × × × ×

4.2 Using Concept Lattices to Select Relevant and High Quality
Operational Services

FCA organizes formal concepts into complete lattices, called concept lattices.
The lattice structure allows easy navigation and search as well as optimal rep-
resentation of information. Figure 6 depicts a simplified (reduced) labeling of
the concept lattice derived from our context K. This lattice is built using the
Galicia (Galois Lattice Interactive Constructor) [16] tool. Galicia is a multi-tool
open-source platform for creating, visualizing, and storing concept lattices. Our
lattice contains information that can be interpreted using the following set of
rules:

– The concepts are represented using the intent (I) and the extent (E) sets.
• A service that appears in the extent set E of a concept is inherited by

all the concepts that are above it.
• A QoS value that appears in the intent set I of a concept is inherited by

all the concepts that are below.

– When the extent set E is not empty, the concept represents exactly the
service(s) that is/are in the extent set E with its/their QoS value(s) in the
I set.

– When the extent set E is empty, this signifies that the concept represents a
service specification that does not exist in the services set.

From these rules, we can conclude that relevant and high QoS services are ser-
vices presented by the concept which is in the bottom of our lattice (node 4).
The extent set of this concept includes 4 services: Basicoperations, FS I, Mem-
berServices, and Pay-Service. These services have a high availability (A4) and a
low response time (RT21, RT22, and RT23).
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Fig. 6. The lattice of the context K

5 Experiments

We validate our approach on the 29 intentional services of the e-books applica-
tion. We verify manually that the services returned by our approach correspond
to real relavant and high QoS services. We recast our work in the domain of in-
formation retrieval and we use the precision and recall measures [17]. Precision
assesses the number of true relevant and high QoS operational services identified
among the returned set of operational services, while recall assesses the num-
ber of returned operational services among the existing relevant and high QoS
services, according to the following equations:

precision =
|{true relevant and high QoS operational services}∩{returned operational services}|

|{returned operational services}|

recall =
|{true relevant and high QoS operational services} ∩ {returned operational services}|

|{true relevant and high QoS operational services}|

Due to the limitation of paper space, we show only, in Table 2, experimental
results related to 10 intentional services. However, we provide the precision and
recall average of the 29 intentional services of the e-books application. In Ta-
ble 2, the first column corresponds to intentional services. In the second column,
we list, first, the keywords used to query Service-Finder; then, the number of
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Table 2. Precision and recall of services of the e-books application

Intentional services Service-Finder Our Approach Precision Recall
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ab1i → ‘search + 7 2/7 4/7 2/4 2/2 2/2 2/2
SSearch a book by ISBN book + (100%) (100%)

isbn’
ab2i → ‘search + 16 3/16 10/16 4/10 3/4 3/4 3/3
SSearch a book by author(s) book + (75%) (100%)

author’
ab3i → ‘search + 31 5/31 22/31 6/22 5/6 5/6 5/5
SSearch a book by title book + (83.33%) (100%)

title’
... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
cc2i → ‘sort + 64 11/64 52/64 9/52 8/9 8/9 8/11
SSort books by price price’ (88.89%) (72.73%)
cc3i → ‘sort + 58 12/58 40/58 11/40 11/11 11/11 11/12
SSort books by seller location location’ (100%) (91.67%)
... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
ee1i → ‘change + 55 8/55 30/55 7/30 6/7 6/7 6/8
SChange the currency currency’ (85.71%) (75%)
ab1i+1 → ‘create + 330 26/330 203/330 25/203 22/25 22/25 22/26
SCreate an account account’ (88%) (84.62%)
ab2i+1→ ‘load + 29 4/29 20/29 5/20 4/5 4/5 4/4
SLoad an account account’ (80%) (100%)
bc1i+1→ ‘payment + 77 4/77 16/77 4/16 4/4 4/4 4/4
SPay with credit card credit + (100%) (100%)

card’
cd1i+1 → ‘send + 162 17/162 105/162 18/105 15/18 15/18 15/17
SSend sms sms’ (83.33%) (88.24%)

Average 89.41% 95.43%

services returned by Service-Finder; and finally, the number of services identi-
fied manually as true relevant and high QoS services. In the third column, we
enumerate the number of services obtained, first, after the discovery step of our
approach, and then, after the selection step, and finally the number of true ser-
vices among those returned after selection step. The two last columns correspond
to the precision and the recall. For example, the two keywords of the intentional
service SSend sms are: ‘send + sms’. The query returns an initial set of 162 op-
erational services. Among this set, only 17 services are verified manually as true
relevant and high QoS services. The discovery step reduces the initial set to a
second set of 105 services. The selection step using FCA reduces the second set
to 18 services. Among these services, only 15 services are verified manually as
true relevant and high QoS services. The precision of SSend sms is 83.33% and
he recall is 88.24%.

Table 2 shows that the precision and recall of our approach are both very
high. The average precision is 89.41% and the average recall is 95.43%.

To increase the robustness of our approach, we need to use more advanced se-
mantic techniques for the filtration of the discovered operational services. More-
over our selection is based only on two QoS properties. Thus, we need to enhance
our selection method with multiple QoS properties to identify more efficiently
high QoS services.
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6 Related Work

Recently, several requirements-driven approaches for service composition have
been proposed. The work presented by Pistore et al. [18] is the first work that takes
in the challenge of deriving service compositions by refining TROPOS
requirements models. The key idea of this work is to enrich formal TROPOS mod-
els with BPEL4WS code and exploit model checking techniques to ensure verifi-
cation and validation. More recently, the MAP formalism has been used in [6] to
describe services compositions. Main contribution of this work takes on the propo-
sition of an Intentional Service Model (ISM) to model, retrieve, and compose ser-
vices in an intentional manner. Unfortunately, this model omits QoS aspects. All
the works mentioned above focus only on modeling service composition in a re-
quirement driven manner. They do not provide solutions for service discovery and
selection to ensure the satisfaction of the users’ requirements. A similar work to
ours is provided by Zachos et al. [19]. The goal of this work is to align and refine
requirements to the available services. The key idea of the proposed approach is
to create an initial requirements specification, transform it into a registry query
and use the query results to refine the specification. This work suffers from several
problems: (i) the textual and incomplete requirements description; (ii) the lack of
the non-functional requirements description; and finally (iii) the difficulty to refine
the initial requirements based on service query result.

The solution that we present in this paper is complementary to [18], [6],
and [19] since our approach permits not only SBAs modeling in terms of func-
tional and non-functional requirements but also the discovery and the selection
of services that fit closely expected functional requirements and offer a high QoS.
To handle the problem of service selection we apply the FCA. Several approaches
using FCA in the context of WSs have been proposed. We detail these approches
in the following paragraphs.

Peng et al. [20] present an approach to classify and select services. They build
lattices starting from contexts where individuals are WSs and properties represent
the operations of these services. The approach allows similar services clustering
by applying similarity search techniques that compare operation descriptions and
input/output messages’ data type. The contributions of this work are complemen-
tary to ours, insofar as they do not deal with QoS properties in the selection task.
Azmeh et al. [21] present a similar approach to classify and select services using
the FCA. They propose WSPAB (Web Service Personal Address Book) tool that
permits the discovery, the automatic classification, and the selection of WSs. This
tool processes by multiple successive steps. It first queries the service registry to
find a first set of candidate services. Secondly, it filters this service set according to
functional and non-functional criteria. Finally, the set of remaining services is clas-
sified into a service lattice using FCA. Classification is accomplished by defining
a binary relation between services and operation signatures. The obtained lattice
can be used to identify relevant services and their substitutes. In contrast to our
approach, this work does not consider QoS properties to process WS selection.
Also, this work is purely syntactic (signature-based) while our work proposes a
semantic filtration of discovered services based on the intentional models.
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7 Conclusion

In this paper, we presented a requirement-centric approach to WS modeling,
discovery, and selection. This approach consists of three successive steps. First,
our approach allows an intentional-driven modeling of SBAs using the MAP for-
malism. Intentional services, that are presented by maps, are specified with the
ISM model. Secondly, our approach permits discovery of operational services by
querying the WS search engine Service-Finder using keywords extracted from
specifications provided by ISM. To efficiently discover relevant services, we pro-
pose two-level filtration. In the first level, some QoS properties are considered
namely validity and availability. Services which pass the first level are filtered
according to a semantic matchmaking between the intentional specification pro-
vided by ISM and the operational specification provided by WSDL. Finally,
the remaining set of services is classified into concept lattices using FCA. We
consider contexts with services as individuals and QoS characteristics as prop-
erties. The obtained concept lattices are used to check out relevant and high
QoS services. We validate our approach by performing experiments on an e-
books application. The experimental results show that our approach allows the
selection of relevant and high QoS services with a high accuracy (the average
precision is 89.41%) and efficiency (the average recall is 95.43%). Future work
includes: (i) studying semantic similarity techniques to enhance the filtration
of the discovered operational services; (ii) considering multiple QoS properties,
during the selection step, to identify more efficiently high QoS services; and (iii)
applying Relational Concept Analysis (RCA) to identify high QoS composite
services since the presented approach is applicable to atomic services.
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